Thoughtful Agile Leadership

Strengthening the Foundation
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Audrey@thoughtfulagile.com
Leadership involvement... at the beginning of a transformation

- Product Vision Shared
- Roadmap Created
- Value Streams Identified
- New Roles Introduced
- Agile Teams Formed
- Everyone Trained
- Agile Release Trains Launched
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After the first big Agile ‘win’...
2 Years Later...

– So you've transformed….but the results may not be what you expected.
– Now what?
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Initial Reactions…

- Back to Basics
- Org change
- Team Reset
- Location
- Reshuffle the Teams
- Add people
- Revisit Waterfall
- Re-train Agilists
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A Thoughtful Agile Leader...

OBSERVES 1st
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A Thoughtful Agile Leader...

Reflects

INTROSPECTION
GREAT LEADERS TAKE TIME TO REFLECT ON THE LESSONS THEY HAVE LEARNED.
A Thoughtful Agile Leader...

Shares Learnings
A Thoughtful Agile Leader...

Champions a Lean-in
A Thoughtful Agile Leader...

Strengthens the Foundation
Thank You!
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